Web of Science (WOS)

World’s leading citation database with multidisciplinary coverage of over 10,000 high-impact journals in the sciences, social sciences, and arts and humanities, as well as international proceedings coverage for over 120,000 conferences. Powerful tools include cited reference searching, Citation Maps, and the Analyze Tool.
Check your publications to confirm whether there are indexed in ISI-Web of Science (WOS) (as illustrated in next slide):

1. Access Library Website: [http://www.umlib.um.edu.my](http://www.umlib.um.edu.my)
2. Login interaktif Library Portal: with your member/staff card number, start with X .......
3. Click Databases
4. Scroll down the list and choose Web of Science
5. Click Web of Science

2. Login to interaktif Portal. Input X....... number in your member/staff card

3. Click on Databases

4 & 5. Scroll down the list to Web of Science (arranged in alphabetically order)
1. Select Web of Science Core Collection from All Databases

2. Click 'MORE SETTINGS'. Uncheck the boxes to exclude proceedings. "ISI papers" refer to: journal articles & review articles only. Conference papers, letters, book reviews, editorial materials are not included according to policy stipulated by the University
3. Type in your search term

4. Select Search options (details in next slide)

5. Click on search button

Enter terms connected with search operators (AND, OR). Enter complete words and phrases or partial words and phrases using wildcards (*).
Step 3 & 4. Type in your search term and choose Search options as below:

1. Topic: Keyword search
2. Title: Title of the article search
3. Author: Name of the author as it is indexed in WoS
4. Publication name: Title of the journal search in full form
5. Address: Affiliation search in abbrev. form (eg. univ malaya)
6. Author Identifiers: ResearcherID or ORCID
7. Organization-Enhanced: Affiliation in full (eg. universiti malaya)

Step 5. Click on the search button and the searching process begins.
Example 1: If you wish to search for UM publication, type “univ malaya same malaysia” in search box, and select search option as “Address”.

Step 1: Select Web of Science

Step 2: Click ‘MORE SETTINGS’. Uncheck the boxes to exclude proceedings

Step 3: Type “univ malaya same malaysia” in search box

Step 4: Select search option as “Address”

Step 5: Click search
Result can be refined by: WoS categories, document types, authors, source titles (title of the journal), publication years, etc ...; and click on “more options / values” for further break down details.
Example 2: If you wish to search for publications of a particular researcher, type in his/her indexed name, select search option as ‘Author’. Eg. Prof. Dr. Edward Richard Tom Tiekink [Please type his name as “tiekink ert” in the search box ]; refine search result by “universiti malaya”

Step 3: type “tiekink ert”

Step 4: select “Author” as search option

Step 5: To refine organization to “universiti malaya” (optional). If you leave it blank, it will search for ALL
RESULT: 426 publications indexed with the name “tiekink ert”, organization-enhanced “Universiti Malaya”. To find out how many times of his publications being cited by others & his h-index, click “Create Citation Report”.

Note: generated January 20, 2014
RESULT OF CITATION REPORT: Total Indexed papers: 426, times cited 737; Citations without self-citations: 412; h-index 11; Note: This result is far lower than his actual performance because search results is limited to University of Malaya.
FOR YOUR INFORMATION:

Subscription of back files by the University of Malaya is 1980 – present (publications prior to 1980 are inaccessible)